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PxrLayerSurface is a simplified material that relies on layering  with . This is the recommended node for layering in your PxrLayer PxrLayerMixer
application. You will notice this node is different than the  in that many of the parameters you're used to are seemingly missing.PxrSurface

PxrLayerSurface serves as the material to assign to objects in your scene as well as a central node to change global features of all your layered 
materials. Since parameters are not all able to be overridden on a layered node, this node contains global parameters that apply to all the 
connected layers. You may remember from PxrSurface that parameters are either bold or italic depending on their nature. PxrLayerSurface only 
includes those that were italicized.

As an example: It does not currently make sense to layer different reflection models like Beckmann and GGX, so choosing one model is shared by 
all of the layers.

Parameters begin below.

 

 

Input Material

Connect to a layer pattern that layers the parameters for the Bxdf. This lets users create more complex looks through layered effects. Examples 
might be dust, scratches, or even labels.

 

 

Diffuse Parameters

Double Sided

If on, illuminate both sides of the surface for this diffuse lobe, that is, this will illuminate the surface whose normal is pointing away from the camera 
(2-dimensional objects) as well. This is so the backface will be shaded instead of black. This is off by default.

 

Exponent

Diffuse exponent controls the diffuse falloff. It is a power exponent. Higher number gives us sharper falloff. For example, on the moon surface, you 
can set a high exponent to produce a sharper falloff.

In the parameters below, they cannot be overridden and will be obeyed for all layers connected.

https://rmanwiki.pixar.com/display/REN21/PxrLayer
https://rmanwiki.pixar.com/display/REN21/PxrLayerMixer
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Specular, Rough Specular, and Clear Coat Parameters

The specular parameters control specular reflection. This is where you might define how shiny or reflective an object is. Is it plastic, a polished 
marble table, or  is it a mirror? The and  lobes below this have identical settings and effects.Rough Specular  Clear Coat

Specular Fresnel Mode

InArtisticmode, specular fresnel response will be controlled by its Face Color, Edge Color, and Fresnel Exponent.

InPhysicalmode, specular fresnel response will be controlled by its Refractive Index, Extinction Coefficient, and Edge Color.

 

Specular Model

Select which specular model to use: Beckmann or Ggx. Beckmann is useful for perfect mirrors and chrome-like materials. Ggx may be preferred for 
its "tail", or how the highlight has a soft fade from the center reflection of a lightsource.

 

Fresnel Exponent (Artistic Mode)

Specular fresnel curve exponent. Lower numbers reduces the effect of  while increasing the effect of . Higher numbers Face Color Edge Color
reverse this. If your face and edge colors are the same, then there is no visible effect. Below we use a  Face Color and  Edge Color and red green
increase the Fresnel Exponent from 0.1 to 1.5 and finally 5.0 with a small roughness.

 

Diffuse exponent only applies to the Lambertian diffuse, that is when roughness is 0.0.   Combining diffuse exponent with Oren-Nayar 
roughness does not make sense so it will be ignored when roughness is > 0.0.



  

 

Shading Tangent

Controls the anisotropy direction. Only valid when it is connected to a pattern. This is useful for making brushed metals. Below are three examples 
using textures and an  of -10Anisotropy

 



  

Double Sided

If on, illuminate on both sides of the surface for this specular lobe, that is, this will illuminate the surface whose normal is pointing away from the 
camera as well. This is off by default to improve performance.

 
Specular Energy Compensation

Applies fresnel energy compensation to diffuse and subsurface illumination lobes. A value of 1.0 attempts to fully balance those results by darkening 
them against the specular and rough specular illumination responses.

Specular and Rough Specular roughness are also taken into account. The effect fades off asspecularface or edge color approaches 1.0, so metals 
can add a diffuse baseline color. Look at Clearcoat Energy Compensation for a visual example.

 

Clearcoat Energy Compensation

Applies fresnel energy compensation to all lobes other than clearcoat itself. A value of 1.0 attempts to fully balance those results by darkening them 
against the clearcoat illumination response.

Clearcoat roughness is also taken into account. The effect fades off as clearcoat face or edge color approaches 1.0, so metals can add a diffuse 
baseline color.
Iridescence

Iridescence is a view-dependent scattering of light that causes a color shift. This is the same effect responsible for the color swirl on a soap bubble, 
peacock feathers, or a shiny beetle. "Holographic" or color shifting paint uses this effect as well.

Iridescence Mode

Select which iridescence mode to use:  or . Artistic Physical



In  , we just set 2 colors. Depending on the iridescence scale factor, we will see N number of "rainbows". The default of red and blue is Artistic mode
appropriate to get a maximum color spread but you can reduce the number of colors rendered by changing these defaults. Unless otherwise 
specified or demonstrating an  Parameter, the examples use  mode.Artistic Physical

In  , we pass the thickness of your thin film in nanometers. The iridescence effect happens when the physical thickness is close to Physical mode
the visible spectrum. You can start around 800nm and increase the value to see the effect. This option is great because it reduces parameters to 
tweak at the cost of flexibility. Unless otherwise specified or demonstrating an  Parameter, the examples use  mode. Below are Artistic Physical Arti

 (left) and  (right) modes.stic Physical

 

 

 

Fresnel Exponent

This controls the falloff between the face and edge. Similar to the  of the Specular Lobes. This is typically left at the default of Fresnel Exponent 5.0

Falloff Speed

This is for   only.Artistic mode

Falloff speed from Primary Color to Secondary Color. Larger numbers falloff more slowly. Below uses the defaults for  but we change Artistic Mode
the Falloff Speed from 0.1 to 0.5 to 1.0

 



  

 

Falloff Scale

This is for   only.Artistic mode

This sets how many times the iridescence "rainbows" color repeat. Below we go from 0.5 to 1.0 and finally 3.0. Notice that higher values begin to 
repeat the rainbow effect. This is useful for simulating oil patterns such as oil on water or soap bubbles.

 



  

 

Flip Hue Direction

This is for   only.Artistic mode

Flip the hue wheel direction between primary and secondary colors. By default, the hue wheel direction is counter clockwise. Left is , right is .off on

 

 

 



Double Sided

If on, illuminate on both sides of the surface for this iridescence lobe. This is useful forthinopened surfaces such as feathers and leaves that are 
modeled without thickness.

 
Fuzz Parameters

This parameter introduces a bit of retroreflection and helps simulate fabrics, fuzz, and fine powder.

 

Cone Angle

Fuzz roughness (corresponding to Marschner R cone angle). Note that we use something from Marschner's hair model here. This helps to simulate 
a similar response to hair/fur. Higher numbers increase the effect at facing angles. Below are values 8, 16, and 32.

 

  

 

Double Sided

If on, illuminate on both sides of the surface for this fuzz lobe, that is, this will illuminate the surface whose normal is pointing away from the camera 
as well.

 
Subsurface Scattering Parameters

Subsurface Model

Select a subsurface scattering model: Jensen Dipole, d'Eon Better Dipole, Burley Normalized, Multiple Mean Free Paths, and new Path Traced 
options. The parameters are populated based on the model chosen and are valid for that model. If you change which model you use, your 
connections may be lost to invalid parameters. You can find out the specifics of these controls and models on the main  page.PxrSurface
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Burley Normalized produces accurate effects while preserving details.

Jensen and d'Eon Dipoles are great for very translucent objects like gummies and extended art direction.

Multiple Mean Free Paths is great for texturing to produce color bleed intuitively. While not necessarily physically correct, its scattering of textured 
colors works well for art direction while avoiding color shifting.

Exponential Path Traced is excellent for accurate and detailed subsurface scattering.

Non-Exponential Path Traced is similar to the above Path Traced solution but allows light to scatter further.

 

Double Sided

If on, illuminate on both sides of the surface for this subsurface lobe, that is, this will illuminate the surface whose normal is pointing away from the 
camera as well. If not on, it will not render on the backside.

Trace Control:

Consider Backside

Whether subsurface respects surfaces on the other side. This is for the hit side, not the illuminating side (which is subsurfaceDoubleSided):

"Off" - It will ignore surfaces on the other side completely. This is useful to make objects appear thicker than they are.
"On" - Normal mode, where the diffusion happens between the front and the first surfacebehindit.

Continuation Ray Mode

This is useful when the user requires scattering to contribute between different objects as well as within an object that may be modeled with a void 
or space in the interior such as a mouth that is part of the same mesh as the face.

Control continuation ray mode:

"Off" - Simply trace out of the object (default).

"Last Hit" - Ignore internal geometry and jump to the last surface.

"All Hits" - Scatter (collect light) on all hits as the ray leaves the object. This can bring additional brightness, at the cost of additional noise.

Belowleftwe use "All Hits" and you can plainly see the text "SUBSURFACE" embedded in the sphere. To therightit's set to "Off" which causes the 
embedded geometry to render incorrectly by clamping that falloff.

 

 

 

Max Continuation Hits

Maximum numberof hits to test in all hits mode. This is only valid when Continuation Ray Mode equals All Hits

 



Follow Topology

Controls how strongly normals are considered in the subsurface computation. This may affect visible details created through bump mapping as well.

 

Trace Subset

Specify trace subset for inclusion/exclusion when struck by a ray indirectly.
 
Single Scattering Parameters

Single scatter is a simple and inexpensive effect for scattering effects. Below a  (for all of these examples) and disk light is placed inside the model
we render using no diffuse color and again with a default middle grey diffuse color.

 

Double Sided

If on, illuminate on both sides of the surface for this single scatter lobe, that is, this will illuminate the surface whose normal is pointing away from 
the camera as well.

 

Trace Control Parameters (Operate similarly to Subsurface Controls Shown in their explanation):

Consider Backside

Whether subsurface respects surfaces on the other side. This is for the hit side, not the illuminating side (which is singlescatterDoubleSided):

"Off" - It will ignore surfaces on the other side completely. This is useful to make objectsapearthicker than they are.
"On" - Normal mode, where the diffusion happens between the front and the first surfacebehindit.

 

Continuation Ray Mode

Control continuation ray mode:

"Off" - Simply trace out of the object (default).

"Last Hit" - Ignore internal geometry and jump to the last surface.

"All Hits" - Scatter (collect light) on all hits as the ray leaves the object. This can bring additional brightness, at the cost of additional noise.

 

Max Continuation Hits

Maximum numberof hits to test in all hits mode. This is only valid when Continuation Ray Mode equals All Hits

 

Direct Gain Mode

Control continuation ray mode:

"First Hit" - Simply trace to the next surface (this is tied to considerBackside).

"Last Hit" - Ignore internal geometry and jump to the last surface.

"All Hits" - Scatter (collect light) on all hits as the ray leaves the object. This can bring additional brightness, at the cost of additional noise.

 

Trace Subset

Specify trace subset for inclusion/exclusion when struck by a ray indirectly.

 

Scattering Globals

Irradiance Tint

A tint applied to illumination before being scattered by subsurface or single scatter.

 



  

 

Irradiance Roughness

Diffuse roughness to be applied for subsurface or single scatter. A value of 0 represents classic Lambertian shading model. Non-zero values 
increase the microfacet roughness for the Oren-Nayar shading model. A greater value produces rougher diffuse and may appear slightly darker.

 

Unit Length

Subsurface and single scatter unit length. It is a multiplier on Mean Free Path Distance. Mean Free Path Distance is often measured in millimeters. 
If the scene is modeled in some other scale, Unit Length should be set accordingly. The default value of 0.1 is appropriate for scenes modeled in 
centimeters (the default in Maya) and Mean Free Path Distance measured in millimeters. Small numbers make the object more diffuse (less 
translucent) while larger numbers increase the scatter effect, making it more translucent.

 



  

Glass Parameters

Thin

If on, correctly split energy according to Refractive Index between reflection and refraction, but do not bend the ray in refraction (simulating a double 
pane of glass with a single pane or maybe a hollow glass ornament). The below interior parameters are not meant to operate in this mode.

 

 

 
Interior Parameters



Single Scatter Albedo

Single scatter albedo color, this creates a fog in the interior of the glass surface. This would be useful for containers of silty or dirty (homogeneous) 
water. Extinction should not be black or 0.

 

Overlapping Volumes

To enable or disable overlapping volumes within the surface. If turned off, only the interior volume will be visible. If turned on, the interior volume will 
blend with other volumes inside the surface.

 

Multiscatter

This parameter will enable indirect bounces in interior volumes when enabled.

 

Extinction

Extinction color. This applies to the above Single Scatter Albedo. It should not be black for Single Scatter Albedo to work. This parameter selects 
the color that is most affected by extinction or combination of colors. Choosing pure red means red goes extinct but green and blue color 
combinations do not.

 

Single Directionality

Controls the directionality of the scattering.

0 :isotropic

1 :forward

-1 :backward

 
Properties Parameters

This section provide global controls for the entire material. For example, if a Bump is only supplied here, it applies to all the above lobes. Presence 
is also a global parameter that will mask out or "cutout" all the lobes as if the object isn't present where the mask has a value of 0.0

Presence

Connect a mask here to apply a cutout pattern to your object. Presence is defined as a binary (0 or 1) function that can take on continuous values to 
anti-alias the shape. Useful for cutouts like creating leaves and other thin, complex shapes.

Presence Cached

Specify whether presence is cached or not.  When cached is on,  presence will be evaluated per micropolygon as opposed to per shading point whe
n cached is off. 

Shadow Mode

Shadow opacity computation mode:

Shader and shadow color

This value should be either 0 or 1. A value between 0 and 1 will produce unwanted noise!

Since presence computation can be expensive, if there is a heavy shading network such as texturing, then caching is 
advantageous for better rendering speed though it increases memory.
Because caching is essentially stored at the tesselation level, if we need finer render details, uncached presence is 
recommended since it evaluates per shading point.
There is atrade offbetween memory and speed.  If we have a very simple presence such as a constant value, cached and 
uncached could be almost equally fast and save some memory.  Note that if presence is at constant 1.0 (which is the default), 
PxrSurface optimizes all of this.
When subsurface or single scattering is on, to avoid artifacts (related to volume tracking), PxrSurface forces uncached presence 
internally (ignoring the parameter setting of Presence Cached). 
For similar reasons, PxrSurface ignores presence, cached or not cached, for non-thin glass refraction.



Shadow color only

Shadow Color

Specify shadow color. This parameter is useful for faking a shadow color for art direction purposes.

Utility Pattern

Specify a pattern node for output. For example:One can connect a   to this parameter to output an ID AOV. Or another pattern can be PxrMatteID
output such as a texture.
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